Petition of Entergy Nuclear Vermont Yankee, LLC, and Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc., for a Certificate of Public Good Pursuant to 30 V.S.A. § 248 and 10 V.S.A. § 6522 to Construct a Second Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (“ISFSI”) at the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station

SUPPLEMENTAL TESTIMONY EXHIBIT LIST

John Goodell
Exhibit EN-JG-7 Site Plan
Exhibit EN-JG-8 Locational Site Plan
Exhibit EN-JG-9 Erosion Control Plan
Exhibit EN-JG-10 Notice of Intent for Vermont Individual Stormwater Permit Application

George Thomas
Exhibit EN-GT-3 Spent Fuel Management Plan Rev. 5

T. Michael Twomey
Exhibit EN-TMT-6 Update to Irradiated Fuel Management Program

Harry Dodson
Exhibit EN-HLD-15 Updated Viewshed Analysis Map – Scenario 1
Exhibit EN-HLD-16 Updated Viewshed Analysis Map – Scenarios 2 and 3
Exhibit EN-HLD-17 Updated Terrain Model of the Proposed Project
Exhibit EN-HLD-18  Updated Aerial Terrain Model of the Proposed Project Site
Exhibit EN-HLD-19  Updated Photo Simulation of the Proposed Project – Scenario 1
Exhibit EN-HLD-20  Updated Photo Simulation of the Proposed Project – Scenario 2
Exhibit EN-HLD-21  Updated Photo Simulation of the Proposed Project – Scenario 3